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Goal Set-up & Take-down
Coaches, you are accountable for:
1. Checking the schedule to see if you are the last game or not
2. If you are the last game then your team is responsible for taking down goals
3. Verifying that the goals & knaack box are secured (spin the combo lock)
4. Informing your parents of the paint schedule

Coaches, you are NOT responsible for setting-up or taking down goals; you
volunteered to coach -- your parents need to do the goals

Parents, you are accountable for:  
1. Safely setting-up & taking down the goals (No children can be around the goals

during set-up/take-down)
2. Each team is responsible for setting-up/taking-down one (1) goal; however, you

may have do both
3. Locking the goal lock & the knack box after set-up so that the locks do not get lost

How to set-up goals & safely secure them:

TO UN- LOCK & SET-UP THE GOALS:
1. After un-locking the goals, re-lock the lock on the clamp mechanism
2. After pulling the nets, flags & anchors out from the knack box close & re-lock the

knaack box
3. Before goal assemble, thread the net through the crossbar/top (take every 3rd loop)
4. Assemble crossbar to goal supports
5. Tilt completed goal up
6. Use the velcro to attach the net to the crossbar supports
7. Place1 anchor per goal at the furthest point away from the goal line to minimize

tip-over

TO PROPERLY LOCK THE GOALS:
1. Crossbar supports will be stacked between the goal holder & knack box
2. Crossbars will be laid horizontal on the wood goal holder crossbar supports with

the ends facing down to avoid injury.
3. The chain will wrap 2 times around the crossbar supports (all 4 & include the wood

goal holder center support) & then wrapped around the crossbars.  The locking
mechanism will clamp both crossbars together & then will be locked.

4. Make sure to spin the combo after locking

Thank you for volunteering!


